Accessing WebAssign

In order to access webassign for the first time, please follow these steps. Let us know if you have difficulty with your registration.

1. Visit the webassign website and follow the link "I have a class key" on the right side (or use this direct link).
2. Each small section of the class has its own class key. Enter the appropriate key:
   - **Prof. Ahlgren's students (12pm lecture):**
     - Section BD0: uiuc 9215 2878
     - Section BD1: uiuc 0394 6159
     - Section BD2: uiuc 5989 9227
     - Section BD3: uiuc 0286 2706
     - Section BD4: uiuc 9163 0761
     - Section BD5: uiuc 8278 9342
     - Section BD6: uiuc 3596 6029
     - Section BD7: uiuc 7928 3250
     - Section BD8: uiuc 1185 7836
     - Section BD9: uiuc 7677 5611
   - **Prof. Laugesen's students (1pm lecture):**
     - Section CD1: uiuc 7912 4977
     - Section CD2: uiuc 1564 4504
     - Section CD3: uiuc 3769 6084
     - Section CD4: uiuc 2202 5706
     - Section CD5: uiuc 3890 8332
     - Section CD6: uiuc 7318 8638
     - Section CD7: uiuc 2863 8282
3. If you have not yet created a webassign account, create one now.
4. When you enroll, you may choose your own username and password. The other required information is your name and email address: use your full name and your University of Illinois email address (...@illinois.edu) so that we can uniquely identify you.
5. After you provide your information, you will have the option to enter an access code, to purchase webassign, or to continue the trial period.
6. If you received an access code with the book, then enter it.
7. If you did not receive an access code, then we recommend that you take advantage of the two-week trial period.